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Abstract: This work examines an algorithm for solving the problem of determining the optimum location of
correction points for aerial vehicle in the final portion of the trajectory using an autonomous system of short-
range radionavigation. The proposed algorithm is based on using the search optimization method and minimizes
the resulting aerial vehicle landing-point dispersion error. In solving the problem, the author takes into account
the impact of the geometrical factor and the radionavigation system’s measurement errors, as well as the
summarized characteristics of the inertial navigation system and aircraft control system.
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INTRODUCTION The ASRRNS Includes:

Modern object location determination technology is A group of radio-beacons (RB), which forms an
based on using global satellite radionavigation systems artificial navigation field (ANF). The navigation field
(GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou), long-range navigation swiftly deploys in the area of the expected landing
systems (LORAN, WAAS, “Marshrut”, “Tropik”, “Mars- point for the AV. Note that here the positioning and
75”), short-range navigation systems (VOR, LAAS, Bras- topographic mapping of radio-beacons is performed.
3, GRAS, Krabik-BM, PRS, RSBN, RMA, RMD, DVOR- Before the AV is used, radio-beacons operate in
2000, DME-2000) and landing systems (ILS, MLS, SP, passive waiting mode, which ensures their prolonged
PRMG, MLS) [1-3]. operation thanks to low energy consumption;

The   major   requirements   posed   by  airborne, The ground-based part of the ASRRNS, which is part
space-based,  ground-based  and  sea-based  consumers of the control unit. The task underlying the
to radionavigation systems (RNS) are expanding the size information-algorithmic activity of the ground-based
of the RNS work area, boosting location determination part of the ASRRNS is analyzing the configuration of
and object  synchronization  accuracy, boosting the the ANF, assessing navigation system errors,
degree of RNS accessibility, etc. However, currently assessing the resulting dispersion error and preparing
increasingly more attention is being paid to such flight data for uploading to the airborne part of the
characteristics of radionavigation systems as coordinate ASRRNS.
updating speed, the cost of use, autonomity and The  onboard  part of the ASRRNS, which is part of
deployment mobility. the airborne integrated aerial vehicle control system.

As an alternative to the existing RNS’s, with a view to The task underlying the information-algorithmic
solving the problem of operating unmanned aerial vehicle activity of the onboard part of the ASRRNS is the
(AV)  of  the future in the final portion of the movement autonomous assessment of the integrity of the
trajectory (and landing AV), an autonomous short-range ground-based information scheme, detection of
radionavigation system (ASRRNS) has been developed “failed” beacons, solving of the navigation task
[4, 5]. (taking account of possible “failures”) and correction
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of aircraft coordinates based on the results of the immediate proximity from the landing point makes no
solution. The operation of the onboard ASRRNS sense when there is a considerable deviation
part’s software takes place in strict real time under accumulated, since there is not enough time for the
conditions of limited computational resources. aircraft to “return” to the movement trajectory set.

The movement of the aircraft to the point (region) of Depending on the type of aircraft, the way of using
the  first  contact with the artificial navigation field is and dividing the navigation field between several aircraft
conducted under the control of the autonomous inertial and requirements for accuracy, three modes of processing
navigation system. When the timer switches on the distance measurements in the ASRRNS’s onboard module
ASRRNS’s onboard module, the beacons receive the are possible when navigating and landing:
“activation” signal, after which the onboard radio range
finder with a frequency of about 10-50 Hz starts forming One-time calculation and release of AV coordinates
a vector that contains measured ranges from the aircraft to for single-shot correction;
each radio-beacon. Calculation and release of AV coordinates in regular

The range measurement vector is transmitted to the manner. In this mode, the frequency of calculating
ASRRNS’s onboard module. Based on the measurement and releasing aircraft coordinates in the ASRRNS’s
vector obtained and special calculation rules formed in the airborne module is limited only by the productivity of
ASRRNS’s ground-based module before launching the the ASRRNS’s airborne computer;
AV, the ASRRNS’s onboard module determines the AV's Calculation and correction of aircraft coordinates over
location relative to the ASRRNS’s radio-beacons and, the shortest correction interval possible. The solution
correspondingly, relative to the desired point of the AV's to this problem is given below and implies calculating
touching down on the surface of the Earth. the coordinates of the initial and final zones of

The coordinates calculated in the ASRRNS then come correction located on the aircraft movement trajectory.
to the integration module, which performs a weighted
correction of the coordinates of the aircraft’s automatic One need to know how to determine the position of
control system (ACS), taking account of ASRRNS and the correction point (points) in the ASRRNS’s ground-
inertial navigation system (INS) data. based portion, since ASRRNS operation parameters,

The studies conducted demonstrated that the error in which are uploaded as part of flight data to the ASRRNS’s
determining the AV's location using the ASRRNS means onboard module, are calculated taking account of the
substantially depends on the geometrical factor, which coordinates of the correction point. Limiting the number
connects the configuration of the radio-beacons and the of correction points is due to limitations the airborne
aircraft’s location (DOP, Dilution Of Precision) [6]. computer has on the amount of memory allocated for
Therefore, in selecting a point (or interval) of correction storing flight data. Besides, the division of the ANF
on the trajectory of the aircraft’s movement, the following between several AV also entails a requirement for limiting
considerations should in totality be taken into account: the duration of interaction between the ASRRNS’s

The accuracy of navigation by the ASRRNS normally correction interval).
depends on the distance between the aircraft and the
ANF radio-beacons: the DOP factor increases with Formulating the Problem. Limitations and Admissions
increase in this distance, which leads to an increased Accepted: We shall examine the portion of the aircraft
navigation error [7]; trajectory set, in which the ASRRNS operates (T  – T ),
The INS error increases over time. Coordinate as is shown in Figure 1. Upon getting the switch-on
correction at a large distance from the landing point signal, ASRRNS’s onboard module carries out initialized
can turn out insufficiently effective, since after the procedures and sets up a connection with the ANF
correction the INS error can be accumulated again [8]; (which lasts for T ), after which it releases with a time
The AV control algorithms have limited capacity in interval T AV coordinates into the airborne
terms of making up for (compensating) the AV's integrated control system (AICS). The operation of the
deviation from the trajectory set [9]. There leasing of ASRRNS’s onboard module lasts until a time instant set,
high-precision coordinates by the ASRRNS’s T . Time instants at which correction coordinates are
onboard module in to the AV control system in the released  form  a  set{T ,  T ,...,  T }.  This  set  is  a   set  of

airborne module and the radio-beacons (i.e., reducing the
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Fig. 1: Two-dimensional illustration of the impact of AV coordinate correction using the ASRRNS means on the
dispersion error

discrete points, for each of which a decision has to be module are calculated based on the dimensions of a given
made concerning the need for correcting coordinates and dispersion region, which we shall call the “correction
uploading to the onboard computer the corresponding zone”.
parameters of the algorithms for processing navigation We shall call the region no factual AV dispersion
measurements. which is caused by the accumulation of the INS error and

Strictly speaking, one has to upload the parameters to the ASRRNS error after coordinate correction (shown in
the ASRRNS’s computer not for time instants T  but for Figure  1  as  a  grey  circle) the “actual dispersion zone”.i

instants of measuring signals with the radio range finder, It is apparent that prior to the first correction both types
based on the results of processing which the ASRRNS’s of AV dispersion errors will be identical. We shall set the
onboard module releases the AV coordinate vector into speed of the accumulation of the INS error as an increase
the AICS at the time instantT . This attribute is taken into in the sigma of the aircraft dispersion error per unit ofi

account in forming flight data and performing coordinate time.
correction in the AV's AICS, but it does not affect the In  the event  of  successful  coordinate correction,
algorithm we are examining and therefore is not taken into the control system solves the problem of returning the AV
account in this work. (Nor is taken into account the labor to the set movement trajectory. We shall for simplicity
intensity of performing the procedure of correcting evaluate the dynamic capacity of control algorithms for
coordinates in the aircraft’s AICS). the algorithm examined as a quantity of the compensated

The  points  of  the  set AV trajectory which sigma of the error of deviation from the set trajectory per
correspond to the time instants {T , T , ..., T } are shown unit of time.1 2 N

in Figure 1 as empty  circles.  The  points  corresponding Due to the peculiarities of the way radio-signals
to time instants at which the correction was done are spread over a certain area, there is a likelihood that the
painted black (T and T ). The AV's position based on ASRRNS’s onboard module will not be able to release AV1 N-1

the correction results is shown as a circle with a cross in coordinates into the AICS at the calculated correction
it. time instant. Therefore, in assessing the quantity of the

In the figure, for each of the time instants {T , T , ..., AV dispersion error after coordinate correction we take1 2

T } and the end point of the trajectory the size of the into account the likelihood of the release of coordinatesN

region of aircraft dispersion is shown as a dotted by the ASRRNS’s onboard module.
circumference,  which is determined by the accumulation The proposed algorithm for selecting optimum
of  the INS  error without using coordinate correction contact points for correcting the aircraft’s position is
(the INS dispersion error increases over time). The implemented based on the analysis of three types of
parameters of the operation of the ASRRNS’s onboard errors:
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The error “known” on board, which is compensated In case if the dynamic characteristics of the AV's ACS
by the aircraft’s ACS (Err_ACS);
The error “notknown” on board, which is caused by
the accumulation of the INS departure (Err_INS);
The error “notknown” on board due to the ASRRNS
error (Err_ASRRNS). The ASRRNS error in each
correction zone is evaluated based on the geometrical
factor,  taking  account  of   probabilities   of  the
radio-beacons failing.

The full actual dispersion error Err is the sum of the
three components above.

Thus, for the set AV movement trajectory and
correction mode (singular or multiple) one has to
determine the optimum position (on the trajectory) of the
center of the correction zone (for singular correction) or
the position of the beginning and end of the correction
zone (for multiple correction) on condition of minimizing
of the target function at the end point of the trajectory:

Err(T ) min.ept

The Algorithm for the Selection of a Correction Zone for
the Singular Correction Mode: For the degenerate case
(the singular correction mode), the regular optimization
algorithm is used for searching the target function
minimum.

For the time instants {T , T , ..., T } preparatory arrays1 2 N

are formed, which contain:

Assessments of the AV coordinate calculation error
using the ASRRNS means (taking account of errors in
initial data and the geometrical DOP factor) E_asrrns;
Assessments of the likelihood of obtaining a solution
using the ASRRNS means P_asrrns.

A fragment of the program in the Matlab language,
which implements the algorithm for the selection of a
correction zone for the singular correction mode, is
provided in Figure 2.

All the components of the error (Err_ACS_Nc,
Err_INS_Nc, Err_ASRRNS_Nc) at each correction point
T are calculated based on the weighted sum of errors fori

the case when the correction is performed with the
probability P (T ) and for the case when the correctionASRRNS i

is  not  performed  with  the probability (1 - P (T )).ASRRNS i

Each of the error’s components calculated at the time
instant T  has  its “contribution” to the resultingi

dispersion error (the suffix Nc is added to the names of
the variables).

allow us to fully compensate the deviation from the
trajectory set, the corresponding error component
(Err_ACS_Nc) is taken equal to zero.

After calculating the assessments of the resulting
forecasted dispersion error Err for all the time instants
{T , T , ..., T }, we select a time instant T that corresponds1 2 N i

to the Err minimum.

The Algorithm for Determining a Correction Interval for
the Case of Multiple Correction: For solving the problem,
an algorithm is proposed based on recursive depth search
[10]. The algorithm consists of several steps.

For the time instants {T , T , ..., T } preparatory arrays1 2 N

are formed, which contain:

Assessments of the AV coordinate calculation error
using the ASRRNS means (taking account of errors in
initial data and the geometrical DOP factor) E_asrrns;
Assessments of the probability of obtaining a
solution using the ASRRNS means P_asrrns.

Just like in the singular correction mode, an analysis
of the three components of the full dispersion error
(Err_ACS, Err_INS, Err_ASRRNS) is performed. The
search for the “best” combination of points at which
coordinate correction has to be performed is implemented
through the depth search algorithm.

A function that is identical to the programming
function in Figure 2 and returns the prognostic value of
the resulting dispersion error at the end point of the
trajectory in performing multiple correction starting from
the time instant T is the target function subject toon

minimization in the given mode. That is, compared with
the case of singular correction here the function’s
parameter is a time instant from the set {T , T , ..., T } at1 2 N

which the first correction was conducted.
For searching the function minimum, it is expedient to

use the exhaustive algorithm, in which on each
subsequent iteration the next (in ascending number order)
element from the set{T , T , ..., T } is selected as the time1 2 N

instant of the first correction, while the time instant of the
last correction does not change and equals T . ThisN

process is repeated until the time instant of the first
correction overlaps with the time instant of the last
correction-this case was examined above when we were
describing the singular correction mode.

In comparing the variants of the resulting forecasted
dispersion error at the end point of the trajectory Err for
variants with different instants of the first correction that
variant is selected in which corrections begin later.
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Fig. 2: Fragment of the program for assessing the error at the end point of the trajectory, taking account of the correction
at point Ti

As a result, we not only solve the problem of correction zones for the ASRRNS’s ground-based part
minimizing the resulting dispersion error at the end point helped reduce the resulting AV dispersion error thanks to
of the trajectory through the optimum selection of the optimum positioning of the correction zones using the
correction zones, but also reduce the duration of the search optimization method.
session of the aircraft’s interaction with the radio-beacon.
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